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ABSTRACT

)4AJOR sTUDYin this investigation was one of growth and form, carried out
.,valuate differences in growth rates and body proportions between the land-

Lake Ontario and the anadromous Atlantic alewives. Particular attention
also given to the nature of the annual mortality that is characteristic of P.

horengus in Lake Ontario. The Atlantic alewife has a more rapid rate of
than the landlocked form, Both groups display early rapid growth followed

decrease in the growth rate coincident with the onset of sexual maturity. It is
• eel that the freshwater environment hastens the onset of maturity with its

t inhibition of growth. The Lake Ontario alewife matures about one year
than the Atlantic alewife.

Variation of fonn of the alewife within Lake Ontario is essentially small. Of
measurements made, only three showed slight differences between samples.

contrast there was a wide difference between the form of the Lake Ontario and
Atlantic representatives. Eight of the thirteen characters compared showed

t differences in their growth partition constants. Three of the remaining
characters showed differences in the intercept of the relative growth lines.

Tbe head length of the Lake Ontario sample was measured at three sizes
ting small, medium, and large fish; the range decreased progressively with

. g body length. The slope of the line representing the relative growth of
head length in the Atlantic sample roughly paralleled the upper limit of
hility as set by twice the standard deviation, but converged with the lower
similarly set. It is concluded that the differences in fonn between the two

are chiefly the result of differential selection of the freshwater alewife by its
ent. Inadequacy of osmotic regulation by the Lake Ontario alewife is

ht to be acting, possibly in conjunction with temperature, to remove small-
ed fish from the population.

During the alewife's spring entry into shoal water in Lake Ontario it sometimes
. ters gradients that have maximum surface temperatures approaching 20°C.
ves were observed to die principally within the upper ranges of these
ents. A correlation between the gradual increase in surface temperature from

to summer with increase in mortality was also found. Comparison of the
e of lethal temperatures found in the laboratory with the lethal ranges of the
~ature gradients observed in the field showed that the early incidences of

ty are related to the entrance of the alewives into warm shoal waters in
while they are still acclimated to the low temperatures of the lake's depths.
and more extensive mortalities are believed to be also caused by lethal

{)eratures although no support for this belief was obtained in the laboratory.
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Observations on the Alewife, Pomolobus
Iseudoharengus (Wilson), in Fresh Water

INTRODUCI'ION

)£AJOR sTUDYin the investigation was one of growth and form,
oed out to evaluate differences in growth rates and body propor-
I between the landlocked Lake Ontario and the anadromous
tic alewives. Particular attention was also given to the nature
Ieannual mortality that is characteristic of this species in Lake
'0.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

o per cent formalin. Specimens from the Port Credit area were
ed when fresh.

e following were the measurements made:
Standard lengt~Distance from the most anterior part of the
head to the distal end of the hypural plate.
Head length-Distance from the anterior part of the junction of
the premaxillary and maxillary bones to the most distant point of
the operculum (opercular membrane excluded).
Head depth-Distance from the midline of the occiput vertically
downward to the ventral contour of the head or breast.
Orbital length-Greatest distance between the orbital rims
(horizontal in this case).
Snout length-The least distance between the rim of the orbit and
the anterior edge of the junction of the premaxillary and maxillary.
Predorsal length-Distance from the most anterior part of the
junction of the maxillary and premaxillary to the base of the first
dorsal ray.

o Body depth-Greatest dimension (not including structures per-
taining to fins) .
Caudal peduncle length-The oblique distance from the insertion
of the anal base to the distal end of the hypural plate.
Anal and dorsal fin bases-Over-all length of the base.
Pelvic and pectoral fin lengths-Distance from the base of the most
anterior ray to the extremity of the fin.
Caudal length-Greatest horizontal distance between the end of
the hypural plate and the extremity of the pinched caudal fin.
Dorsal fin length-Distance from the origin of the fin to the
extremity of the anterior lobe.

Vertebral counts were made from X-ray plates on 121 Lake Ontario
'ves and 70 Atlantic alewives. A check of five specimens showed
COuntsupon actual dissection and from the plates were the same.

nt of data
e specimens measured were selected to fill logarithmic classes of

dard length set up at 0.05 logarithmic intervals (DeLury, 1951).
~ttempt was made to fill each class with measurements from ten

'1'h e~s',~ 5:5 sex ratio was striven for with classes of mature fish.
e dIVISIOninto logarithmic classes simplified treatment of data.
S of the logarithms were obtained from the original measurements

ea~hclass. These were then plotted as a regression of the logarithm
fven body part on the logarithm of the standard length (Huxley,

and the line of best fit was calculated.

Growth rate
The ages of 168 spec~ens fr?m the Bay of Quinte region of Lake

Ontario and 141
f
AthtlantiCsPfecQ~enswer~ determined by the scale

method. Most a e Bay a uinte specimens were members f
relative growth series collected there. Thirty-four specimens of0the
Atlantic sample were secured from Silver Lake, New Brunswick,dur-
ing the spawning run (July 14 through July 16, 1950). The remainder
were captured during their downstream run in Fletcher's Creek,
Shubenacadie River, Nova Scotia (young, July 26, 27 and August 2;
adults, July 9, 1950).

Scales were taken from the left side in the midline above the origin
of the anal fin. This area was found by Huntsman (1918) to be the
first to develop scales. The scales were cleaned in water with a small
brush and then observed in water under the microscope.

Relative growth .
The main collections of the freshwater specimens were made m the

Bay of Quinte region. But to obtain a general survey of the variability
within Lake Ontario itself, samples, composed chiefly of adults, were
also taken from four other areas of the lake proper: at Ganan~ue,
Frenchman Bay, Port Credit, and Bronte. The Atlantic specunens
were those referred to in the previous section.

Measurements timetre5
A steel ruler divided into half-millimetres for the first ten cen used

and into millimetres for the remaining forty centimetres':~engtb
to measure standard lengths greater than 60 mm. Below ~e point
and for other measurements besides standard length, nee ere Used
dividers or a caliper having a vernier reading to 0.1 mmAuwmeasure-
according to the size of the measurement being taken. made to
ment on fish smaller than 45.0 mm. standard length wer:ments 011

. I . pe Measur ton0.1 mm. with the use of a bmocu ar microsco . excep
fish of larger standard length were also estimated to 0.1 mm~~undedof

h GR' which werespecimens taken from t e ananoque rver _...d
to the nearest 0.5 mm. fish pr~~

With one exception, measurements were made on
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Tests for statistical differences between the slopes of
of the two groups were made by the method of co . the chatact. vanance I erswere tested when difference between slopes W . nteref!nt...
.:~ 0 I th . as not st tis -1"<aslgnmcant. n y ose points representing ten spec' a ticau

statistical analysis. lInens WereuSed~

LABORATORY INVESTIGATION

Transport of alewives
In any operation of transporting or collecting, the alewives

never removed from the water. When collecting a large I Were
f d wi h th enc osure wasorme WIt e net and the alewives were then bailed f .

lhl . k( rom It Asp as ess carrymg tan Fry, 1951) was used in carrying I :f h . a eWIvesrom t e samplmg area to the laboratory. When alewives were led
short distances about the laboratory, beakers or glass battervn

d F· h derzoi I" ry Jarswere use. IS un ergomg ace imation were never forced into a
container but allowed to swim into it undisturbed. They were then
transferred into a large bucket.

In spite of extreme care in handling, carrying mortalities were COD-

siderable. Of 576 adult alewives transported from the Port Credit area
between June 16 and July 29, 1950,51 per cent died in transit. Young
of the year were transported between September 26 and October 6,
1950, also from the Port Credit area. At this time, 1,500young of the
year were obtained of which 45 per cent died in transit. It is thought
that many of the carrying mortalities were due to over-exertion
resulting from fright (Huntsman, 1938).

Maintenance of samples
A wide variety of foods were used, but Daphnia and suspensionsof

a mixture of strained liver, entrails, and solidified blood were st~pl~f
These two foods were alternated in daily feedings. When saropesally
fish were small, feedings consisted entirely of live food, gener
Daphnia. 'ments

Alewives were fed six hours before lethal temperature expeniIlleOS
were begun. If the experiments lasted beyond one day, the spec
were fed Daphnia every 24 hours. d definite

The mortalities recorded from the holding tanks followeId~ g tankS
pattern. The transfer of the sample from the lake .to the ho ;:ys. 'fbiS
was followed by a very high initial mortality lasting a few ditionsof
high mortality is probably the result of handling a?d ~e co~ case ap-
transport. A reduction in mortality followed, which In on
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ed the low average value of 1 per cent per day. Towards the
of this period of apparent equilibrium, a noticeable increase in

.ty generally occurred. Efforts were made to use a sample before
increase began. Thirty-two days was the longest period that a
le was maintained, although individual fish sometimes lived for

Pt twOmonths.
;ease was infrequent in the acclimating fish with the exception of

legnia. Treatment with Roccal caused a noticeable mortality even
gh dilutions of 1:140,000 with exposures of approximately 30
utes were used. Any fish showing fungus was removed from the
pIe and in one case an entire sample was discarded. The growth

the fungus appeared to be correlated with the amount of waste food
ent and with low temperatures.

acclimation
Efforts were made to acclimate alewives long enough to remove

lble influences of their past thermal history. If the number in a
ple decreased to as low as 20, the sample was used regardless of its
'00. of acclimation in the laboratory. In such emergencies due con-

tion was given to the probable thermal history of the fish just
'or to capture.
Adults and under-yearlings were acclimated in large and medium
ding tanks having capacities of 75 and 48 gallons respectively. These

supplied with running well-water appropriately heated or cooled.
temperatures in these baths were maintained constant, within

°C.
Acclimation of adult alewives to temperatures of lOoe, 15°e, and
°C was attempted. Probably the so-called lOoe acclimated fish were

ally adjusted to temperatures between lOoe and 15°e because of
limited time available to acclimate them. Acclimation to 15°e and

°C is thought to be accurate because these temperatures were closer
those experienced by the samples in their lake environment before

0tture. Under-yearlings were acclimated to temperatures of s-c and
. A shorter range of acclimation temperatures (4 degrees), a close

I elation of these temperatures to those of the lake environment, and
onger period of acclimation have made greater accuracy possible in
AcI ~xpe~imentsinvolving under-yearlings.

~hmatlOnto low temperatures (5°e) was carried out by progres-
e Oweringof temperature 0.5°e to l°e every four days. Acclima-
r to. higher temperatures (15°C and 20°C) was approached at
Onrnately 1°C per day.
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Lethal temperature experiments
The baths used in lethal temperature exp .

desi d b erunentseSlgne y Brett (1952) and measured 22 inches Were those
deep. Their inner galvanized surfaces were painte~qu.~e and 11 inches
(Tygon). The maintenance of the desired leth ~ a plastic Paint
ach.ieved in each bath by 120 watt heaters, thermo:tati:~1erature Was
whi~h b~lance~ a slow ~ow of water (9°C to lOOC). A ~econtroued,
of vinylite tubIng of %-Inch diameter with an adjustable fIoe-foot COil
water was placed in the bath when lethal temperatu W of cold

G res were b Iroom temperature. enerally, variation of temperature '. e OW
baths was of the order of -+-O.l°C. If this variation w WIthin the

. . h as exceeded theexpenment was eit er abandoned or continued with res . '
the following results. Air saturation within the baths wervaftionsabout
70 as ound to be

per cent at temperatures above 26.0°C and was presumabl
at lower temperatures. y greater

Five fish were .employed in each test. Cold water introduced into
the lethal baths WIth the alewives was immediately counteracted b tb
addition of warm and the desired lethal temperature was reg~e:
within 1~ minutes. The time of death was recorded for each fish. Ex-
periments were examined every hour during the first 12 hours and
every four hours during the next 24. Half the interval of time from the
last observation was recorded when death occurred during periods
when no observations were made, for example, overnight. '

The median resistance time of each experiment was obtained by
plotting the order of death along a vertical axis of probability units
and the time to death expressed in minutes along a horizontal log-
arithmic axis. The time at which 50 per cent of the sample had ,?C-
cumbed to the lethal temperature was read directly from the resulting
graph. This method of determination has been shown to be satisfactory
in previous lethal temperature experiments with fish (Brett, 1952;Fry.
et al., 1946). The median resistance times were then plotted along a
vertical axis denoting the temperature at which the experiments were
carried out and along a horizontal logarithmic axis of time.

REsULTS
Summary of migrations and movements

th . . and move-Observations and the collection of data on emIgratiOns Uee-
ments of the alewife while in the field were subordinated to t;he~~p of
tion of alewives for relative growth analysis and the investigati da"
mortality, which form the major portion of this thesis. However,ercfJl
obtained through personal observation and interviews with coxnIn

en are sufficient to present a general summary of the alewife's
tions and movements in Lake Ontario.
inshore movement of adult alewives from deep water begins some
in April, but the precise time differs in various areas. The
t number arrive inshore about mid-June in the Port Credit area

t~ut late June in the Bay of Quinte region. The migration begun
a ril may last into mid-July in the Port Credit area and late Julyle Bay of Quinte region. Once inshore, the alewives first appear in
o« water during the daylight hours. They are then found in
oW water at dusk and at dark and are observed in the offshore
ce water during the day. During the inshore migration, adult
'ves ascend rivers but the ascent is limited by dams.

pIes of early migrants are predominantly females. Samples taken
the bulk of the population, which arrives later, are predominantly
. Spawning begins shortly after the arrival of the first schools and
es its height about mid-June in the Port Credit area and late June

early July in the Bay of Quinte region. Spawning takes place at
t and is carried out in groups of three or in pairs. It is probable
the adult alewives reach the stage of ripeness abruptly, perhaps

. g a day.
The adults leave the inshore waters immediately after spawning.

majority of them migrate to the deep water of Lake Ontario
per some time in late August. They may leave abruptly as in the

Credit area or gradually as in the protected Bay of Quinte and its
iated reaches. They begin to appear in numbers in the deep water

feet) about mid-September, reaching abundance there by
ber and remaining until March.

Young of the year remain on the spawning grounds until at least the
larval stage is reached. Those in the lake proper probably collect
in protected areas, such as the mouth of the Credit River, some
in early September. They then migrate to the shallow water along

exposed shore of the lake about late October. The young of the
from the Bay of Quinte do not appear off the exposed shores

til some time after December. Commercial fishermen have suggested
uary and February. Their migration probably ends in the shallow
ter of the exposed shores of the Bay of Quinte region, for example,
c: ~dward Bay. Some young of the year may not migrate but

'1b In the Bay of Quinte proper.
th e spring inshore migration of juvenile alewives is similar to thatt adults. Once inshore, they engage in a diurnal movement. They

oUnd in shallow water at dusk (8:00 P.M.), and at dark. During
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the ?ay .th~ ju~enil~s are located on bottom in 6 to 10 f
Theil distribution ill the Bay of Quinte region su eet of Water
prefer exposed shorelines. It is likely that the timegg;sts. that theY
the juvenile alewives to deep water and the time spentOthIlli~ation of
to times of the adult alewives. ere IS shniIar

Growth rate
The mean age-length relations of the samples examined f

Ontario and the Atlantic coast are given in Table 1. The L kromLake
alewife displays an early rapid growth which decreases wi~ ~Ontario
of maturity at ages II (males) or III (females). The female : o~
a greater size than the male and possibly has a longer life span. F ttains
alewives have also been found to exhibit a faster growth rate th e~e
males by the following authors: Pritchard, 1929 (Lake Ontario);~de~
and Eaton, 1940 (Lamoka Lake and Kensington Reservoir). The
author does not have sufficient data to compare the growth rate of the
sexes of the Atlantic alewife but Rounsefell and Stringer (1943) re-

TABLE I

MEAN STANDARD LENGTHS IN RELATION TO AGE AND SEX FOR LAKE ONTARIO AND
ATLANTIC ALEWIVES

(The age designation indicates the number of completed annuli, the number in
brackets is the number of specimens examined. The sexes of immature and spent

individuals were not determined) ,

Lake Ontario Atlantic

Immature Male Female

45.4(84)

(Spent) 147.4 (6)
167.3 (9)

170.5 (7) 175.1(11)
202.5 (2)

220.5 (5) 188.6 (2)
248.0 (2)

214.5 (2)

Age
group Immature Male Female

32.1(43)
62.0(36)
95.1 (4)

o
I

II
III
IV
V

VI
VII

VIII
IX

95.5 (1)
108.6(18) 110.0 (5)
128.1 (11) 125.4(17)
139.0 (2) 141.2 (4)
128.5 (2) 153.4(10)

157.0 (5)
164 (1)
172 (1) 270 (ll-----

--------------------:9 nnn. longer
ported that the Atlantic female alewives averaged 6 to d RiVers of

. k D . tt nd Orlan 8than the males ill the Newmas et, emansco a, a t becotJl
Maine. As in the Lake Ontario alewife, the male app~a~ a~d EatoO

sexually mature one year earlier than the female. 0 e
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similarly, reported that the female alewife had a faster growth
~~ the male Atlantic alewives from the Hudson River, New York.
tic alewives of both sexes mature one year later than Lake Ontario

·"es.

ISO Ode" a £Qton(19~t;4C.

o 1 Il III

AQe
II

FicURE 2.-Comparison of the growth rate of the Lake Ontario alewife as
. ed by Pritchard (1929), Odell and Eaton (1940), and the author. Data

ined for both sexes and where necessary converted from fork or total length
standard length.

A comparison of the Lake Ontario age and growth studies by
itehard (1929), Odell and Eaton (1940), and the author is presented
figure 2. The data of the three studies agree closely excepting for
es I and II. Possibly the disagreement for ages I and II of Pritchard
d of the author is because of net selection. The divergence between

data of Odell and Eaton (1940) and those of the author for year
~annot be considered important because of the small number of

ens.
.Further comparisons of the growth of the Lake Ontario alewife
th .growth in other lakes and in the ocean are made in figure 3. There
Will be seen that the Kensico Reservoir alewives (Breder and

egrelIi, 1936; Odell and Eaton, 1940) grow more slowly than the
e Ontario and Lake Seneca alewives. The difference between the

: for Kensico Reservoir of Breder and Negrelli (1936) and Odell
Eaton (1940) is probably due to selection in the material of the
er authors. Breder and Negrelli obtained their data from speci-
s taken from water intake screens of the reservoir during a

l1ality of alewives. The Lamoka Lake data are of little significance
use of the small number (21) of specimens measured. The Atlantic
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alewife has a more rapid rate of growth throughout IDa t .
the Lake Ontario alewife. The mean standard lengths ~f ~ Its life than
(Atlantic) alewives are also included (Odell and Eat udson Itiver
sample shows a still higher growth rate than do ;n, ~940). 1'his
specimens. e OVaSCotia

Author (952)
Odell(1934) H,d'on R ~
Breder a Negrelli (1936) ••
Odell a Eaton (1940) _. - - - - - -
Odell a Eaton (1940) .- ~ - /0 ."".".:

o

260 0
x

240 •....
320 a-a

200

180
Ii

160E
~ 140't. 120..J

.., 100
;;

80"g
E

60<II

40

20

LOke O"torlo

o I D m
Age

FIGURES.-Comparison of the growth of anadromous and landlocked alewives,
sexes combined. Anadromous groups are the Hudson River (Odell and Eaton,
1940) and the "Atlantic" data of the author. The remaining curves are for land-
locked populations. Data converted to standard lengths where necessary.

Relative growth
The data gathered to describe the relative growth of the alewife are

presented on double logarithmic grids after the method of Huxley
( 1932). The slope of the line (k) represents the growth partition con-
stant in Huxley's formula,

y=bxk

where x is the body size, b is the intercept of the line and y is ~e ~;
part measured. The resulting relative growth lines for each c araand
are described in the terminology introduced by Huxley, Nee~a;, the
Lerner (1941) and applied to fish by Martin (1949). Essentia ~~etiC
term "auxesis" is used to distinguish ontogenetic from phylog rows
relative growth series. "Bradyauxesis" is used when a body p~~~~ the
relatively more slowly tk«; 1) than the body. "TachyauxeSl~ 1body
term used when the body part grows relatively faster than ~s and
(k>l) and "isauxesis" when the growth rates of the body pa
body are equal (k=l).
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. {on within Lake Ontario
J major series of specimens used for the relative growth analysis

1b~ken from samples collected in the Bay of Quinte region, but
amples were also collected from Gananoque, Frenchman Bay,

O~;edit, and Bronte areas (see. fig. 1). The mi~or .s~ries :vve~ecom-
rt d with the Bay of Quinte series to assess variability within Lake
e. The most complete comparison made was for head length;tanO.

. is presented in figure 4.
------------------------,

0 Bronte Sample

• Gononoque Sample
A Port Credit Sample .45 • Frenchman Bay Sample .• Slope

35 Less .than 10 Specimens

E
E

25~ ?- 20 ..,. r
I: ~1I·I·05
Q) 15..J

'0

" 10..
l:

lI-t03

5

20 40 60 80 100 150 200

Standard Length mm.

FIGURE4.-Comparison of head lengths between the Bay of Quinte sample and
minor samples taken elsewhere in Lake Ontario. The Bay of Quinte line (solid)

obtained from figure 6.

Figure 4 shows the log head length-log standard length relation for
the minor series in comparison with the calculated line for the Bay of
Qumte series. The Bay of Quinte line is the continuous line with a
Ilope of k=l.03; the points on which this line is based are shown in
~e 6. It can be seen from figure 4 that all of the points for the

~ous series fall closely about the Bay of Quinte line. The slope
~ :::::1:05) and the intercept of the line for the points outside the ~ay

Qumte do not differ significantly from those of the Bay of Qumte
IaInple.

iomparisons of the remaining characters investigated are presented
gure 5. The slopes of the lines drawn through the points are those

~rmined statistically for the Bay of Quinte series shown in figures 6
1. The samples used in these comparisons are not as extensive as

used for head length, but they are made up of adult fish and
°rm to a similar pattern. The points for most of the characters
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shown in the lower half of figure 5 fall closely along th
lines of the Bay of Quinte sample with the exception of ~ calculated
of the Bronte sample representing body depth and pelvi:fe~e POints
those shown in the upper right of the figure do not agr f gth. But
the calculated Bay of Quinte lines. The points showineethully With
peduncle length-body length relation of the Gananoqu~ s e caudal
more adequately described by a line (dotted) drawn paral~mlpIe are

e to, but

x G•••••• que S.mple
• Bront. S.mple

~
E

= ,'"
'"

"~..
c 80 :/•• .'oJ ,.

60 bO- ,".. 150 Q

"e, 40 :%,., ()".., ob
0 30 ~.

CD

20 ~ ...,.
III" .'

100 150 100 150 100 150

Standard Length mm.

100 150

FIGURE5.-Comparison of the variation in relative growth of various body
characters of the adult alewife in Lake Ontario. The solid lines drawn through the
points are those determined statistically for the Bay of Quinte series (see figures6
to 11). The broken lines were drawn by eye.

lying a short distance from, the Bay of Quinte line. Thus, at any giV~D
standard length applicable to the above plot the Bay of Quinte sam~
has longer caudal peduncles than the Gananoque sample. Snout lenthe
exhibits a similar phenomenon, but here the Bronte ra~er t~a~ed)
Gananoque sample is more adequately described by a line ( B y of
drawn parallel to, but lying a short distance from, that of the l:nger
Quinte sample. This means that fish from the Bronte area have rbital
snouts than those from the Bay of Quinte. In contrast, the 0 le is
length-standard . length relations~p of the Gananoque :rJuinte
described by a line (dotted) crossmg over that of the Bay nanoque
sample and exhibiting a different slope. Thus the smaller Gagtb we

1 bit len 'fish, described in the above plot, have a smal er or 1
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'um-sized a similar orbit length, and the larger a larger orbit length

en compared to the Bay of Quinte fish.
'fbe parallelism found in caudal peduncle length and snout length

been shown to be the usual condition encountered in connection
.th variability in form between local populations of the same species
artin, 1949; Svardson, 1950; Hart, 1951). The results of these three

thors agree in showing that such intraspecific variability is displayed
the characters following relative growth lines which are parallel to

other, but which may be some distance apart. Differences be-
een slopes, on the other hand, are commonly considered to repre-
t interspecific variability in form (Martin, 1949) and were found
be the main source of differences between the relative growth of

e Bay of Quinte and Atlantic samples.

omparison of Bay of Quinte and Atlantic samples
Relativegrowth lines for the Bay of Quinte and the Atlantic samples

combined in pairs in £gures 6 to 11. The Bay of Quinte series in-
udes fish from 17.1 mm. to 173 mm. while the Atlantic fish range
m 26 mm. to 270 mm. Thus the two overlap only from 26 mm. to

78 mm. and it is within this range that they may be compared.
The presence of a "growth stanza" in certain characters of the Bay

of Quinte sample, which is not represented in the Atlantic sample,
complicates the comparison. The relative growth curve for a given
acter of fish from hatching to senescence is rarely a single straight

e on a double logarithmic grid. The pattern usually shown is a series
one or more straight lines of different slope which change sharply
certain sizes in a given population (Martin, 1949). Each portion
the curve over which a given growth partition constant holds is

ed a "growth stanza". Occasionally (Thompson, 1934) the change
m one stanza to another is a gradual change of slope rather than
abrupt one, but such cases have been rare to date and none has

;: found .in the alewife in the present investigation.
ead region. Relative growth lines for the head length in the fresh-

ter and Atlantic samples are presented in figure 6. The head length-
y length relation of the alewife displays a single stanza over the size

:e stud~ed. The line for the Bay of Quinte sample shows slight
lauxesl.s (k=1.03) while that for the Atlantic sample is slightly
yauxetic (k=0.93). There is a Significant difference between
e slopes (P=.OI).

~e comparisons of other measurements taken in the head region
Odylength are shown in figure 7. Two of these characters show
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more than one growth stanza. These are head depth and orb'
Both initially show strong tachyauxesis (k=1.58 and k::::l.~~~l~ngtQ
early growth of the Bay of Quinte series. This is follOWedb ~ the
tion at 31.7 mm. standard length in both characters. haninflec.

e slopes

o 80, of Quinte Sample
• Mortne Sompl.
• Slope

•• Le •• than 10 SpeelmensH Pritchard', Data (1929)

e
e
.I:-•••c••...J

""••:l:

20 30 40 50 70 90 130 190 250

Standard Length mm.

FIGURE 6.-Comparison of the head length in relation to body length ?ehtweed~
lthmi ld Pntc ar 5the Bay of Quinte and Atlantic samples. Double logan IC gn. tl ti)

( 1929) data from Port Credit (Lake Ontario) and Halifax Harbour d(A. an :0
. . th bine sinceare also shown. In this and followmg figures e sexes are com d' ales

significant difference was found between the relative growth of. the .heaof ~o:nto.
and females. The data separated as to sex are on file at the Umverslty

. . 06 d k::::O.98)·following these inflections approach isauxesis (k=l. an . the
. tlanti pIe SInceThese inHections are not present in the A antic sarn th ..~asth d ere""smallest fish measured was 26 mm. standard leng an this inflec-

little opportunity for the first stanza to appear. Presu~ably, than in
tion occurs at a smalle~ standard. length in the At~antic gro~fnflection
the Bay of Quinte alewife. In orbital length, there IS a secon in the
at about 115 mm. in the Bay of Quinte sample and at 142 nlln.
Atlantic sample.
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Within the main relative growth stanza, head depth approaches
UXesis. There is no Significant difference between either the slopes
the freshwater (k=1.06) and Atlantic (k=1.02) samples or their

tercepts. But, there is a Significant difference between slopes in the

II Ba, of Quint. Sample
60 e Marine Sample

50 • Slope
Less than 10Specimens
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30 ,.•...~
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e "I>

e 15
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'" 10c
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,.•..
...J ",0.
t •6 v

"
,

0. ,,"
c,'",., 4-e

0
al

20 30 40 50 70 90 130 190 250

Standard Length mm.

bodF1GURE 7.-Comparisons of head depth, orbital length, and snout length to
rPllength for the Bay of Quinte and Atlantic alewives. Double logarithmic

(k- of orbita~length (P=.05) with the slope for the freshwater sample
th°.98) bemg steeper than that for the Atlantic sample (k=O.84).

Iho e snout length measurement does not exhibit any inflections, but
tI ws .only a single straight line in both the Bay of Quinte and the

n..~nbc samples. Two points fall well off the lower end of the Bay of
"(l.lUlte l'
28° me. However, no measurements made on fish smaller than
Of'Q ~m. standard length were used in statistical analysis. The Bay

e ~~te line has a slope of 1.02 and the Atlantic line a slope of 0.96.
. .ifferencebetween these slopes is not significant, but that between
l' Intercepts is significant (P=.Ol).

f'Unk region. The relation of measurements taken in the trunk
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region to body length is presented in figure 8. The measurements rn
were of predorsal length, body depth, and caudal peduncle 1 ade

All three characters show inflections of the relative growt~~?th.
one point or another. In predorsal length, there is a stanza f lIles at
bradyauxesis (k=OAO) below 26 mm. body length in ~ eBxtrerne

e ay of
120
100

a Boy of Qulnle Sample
• Marine Sample
, stope
•• Le •• lha~ to Speclmenet. Pritchard e Dala(1929)

60
50

40

30

i 20

••to
••..•·•.••..
~.•..z

20 30 40 50 70 90 130 190 250

Siondard Lenglh mm.

FIGURE B.-Comparisons of measurements taken in the trunk region ~o
body length for the Bay of Quinte and Atlantic alewives. Double logarithmic
grid.

Quinte sample. Two inflections are seen in the body depth lines. 'fh~
first one occurs at 30 mm. in the freshwater sample. The size ra~~:
the Atlantic sample is not sufficient to determine whether a s~ is
early inflection occurs in this group also although the presurnp~ontic
that it does. The second inflection is best displayed in the A. anthe
sample where it occurs at 118 mm.; it is so weakly express~daintioO

freshwater group that it is impossible to fix the point of 10 1ect s~
with any accuracy. The slope (k=O.96) was obtained for the ;s nele
points which include only adult fish. The curves for caudal pe ~ aD
length were the most complex found in the investigation. There
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.tial period of tachyauxesis, a pause in the growth of this region of
e body and then a phase of isauxetic growth.
With respect to predorsal length there is a statistically significant
. erence of slope between the freshwater (k=l.02) and Atlantic

(k:::::O.99) samples over the ranges where they can be compared

20 30 40 5060 80 100 150 200 300 400

20 30 40 5060 80 100 150 200 300

5 londord Lenolh mm.

FIGURE g.-Comparisons of the lengths of the fin bases in relation to
body length for the Bay of Quinte and Atlantic alewives. Double logarithmic
grid.

(P==.05). In the case of body depth the diHerence in the slopes dis-
tlayed in the middle growth stanza (Atlantic k=1.30, freshwater
diff1.17) is highly significant (P=.Ol). It is interesting to note that the
1 erence in body proportions brought about by this difference in

~ope i~ not maintained throughout all of the subsequent size ranges:
ere IS convergence after the next inflection so that at 210 mm.

standard length the body depth would again be the same in the two
POpulations.

There is also a significant diHerence between the slopes of the two
~ples in the main growth stanza for the caudal peduncle length

eshwater k=l.08, Atlantic k=O.98; P=.05).
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Fin bases. Figure 9 shows that the anal base of the young sp .
of the Bay of Quinte sample grows at a much faster rat th ecunens
length, thus exhibiting strong tachyauxesis (k=l.71). Suh an bOdy
this early tachyauxesis, an inflection occurs at about 27 m~equent to
length and a shift to slight bradyauxesis takes place. A com' st~ndard
the slopes of the Atlantic line, which exhibits tachyauxesis P~Ison of
of the Bay of Quinte line above the inflection show them t~~h .th~t
ficantly different (P=.05). SIgOl_

The relative growth lines for the dorsal base of both the B
Quinte and Atlantic samples approach isauxesis (k=1.03 and k 70of
and no inflections are present. The lines are parallel, but the differ' 1)
between their intercepts was highly significant (P=.Ol). ence

Paired fins. The relative growth of the pectoral fins (length) of th
Bay of Quinte and Atlantic samples is shown in figure 10. Again the
Bay of Quinte sample exhibits an early fast growth of the body p~
concerned followed by an inflection at approximately 30 mm. standard

gth. The Atlantic sample might also experience an inflection, but it
old occur at a smaller standard length than is represented in the

b measured. Subsequent to the early inflection, the Bay of Quinte
¢Jlple shows a decrease in the rate of growth of the pectoral fin in
relation to body growth although the relation still remains tachyauxetic
(k::::1.28). The Atlantic sample shows essentially the same relative

owth rate of the pectoral fin at this position in relation to body
fength as does the Bay of Quinte sample, since comparison of the
slopes (k=l.28 and k=1.12) showed that they were not significantly
different. However, a comparison of intercepts showed a highly signifi-
cant difference (P=.Ol). A subsequent inflection towards bradyauxesis
of the relative growth lines of both the Bay of Quinte and the Atlantic
saIllples occurs. The Bay of Quinte line inflects at a smaller standard
length (80 mm.) than the Atlantic line (126 mm.),

Figure 10 shows that the pelvic fin grows in length at a much
faster rate than the body during the early growth of the Bay of
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FIGURE lO.-Comparisons of the lengths of the paired fins 10 1 rith!llic
body length for the Bay of Quinte and Atlantic alewives. Double oga
grid.
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Quinte sample. This is followed by an inflection at about
standard length. Possibly, the Atlantic sample may expe . 34 IllIll.
. fl ti but i ld nence a S;",,'Iill ec on ut It wou occur at a standard length of 27 ~'UJar
Following the inflection at 34 mm. standard length, the m7·. Or less.
the Bay of Quinte sample grows at a slightly slower rate thpe : fin of
( k=0.95). The pelvic fin of the Atlantic sample grows :~ th e bOdy
rate as the body (k=I.00). No significant differences were f e same

th 1 . ound between ese s opes or between the intercepts, -
Median fins. No early inflection of the caudal length relati

lines in either the Bay of Quinte or the Atlantic samples isv~~~~
figure 11. The difference between the slope (k=1.32) of the B in
Quinte relative growth line and that (k=1.17) of the Atlantic lin:y of
significant (P=.05). A subsequent inflection in the Atlantic line ca ised. " use
a shift from tachyauxesis to bradyauxesis (k=0.80) while in the case
of the Bay of Quinte line the shift was from tachyauxesis to near
isauxesis. The inflection occurred at a smaller standard length in the
Bay of Quinte sample (60 mm.) than in the Atlantic sample
(110 mm.).

Similarly, the relative growth lines for dorsal length for the Bay of
Quinte and Atlantic samples show no early inflection. The difference
between slopes of the Bay of Quinte sample (k=1.22) and of the
Atlantic sample (k=I.11) was significant (P=.05). Both lines exhibit
tachyauxesis, but their slopes changed to bradyauxesis- following an
inflection at about 68 mm. and 132 mm. standard lengths of the Bay
of Quinte and Atlantic samples respectively.

TABLE II

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF VERTEBRAL COUNTS OF LAKE ONTARIO

AND ATLANTIC ALEWIVES

Source Sample size Mean and standard error

Bay of Quinte
Atlantic (Graham)
Atlantic (Leim)

121
70
99

47.SS±O.109
48.68±O.190
48.65±O.098

ti n with theVertebral counts. Vertebral counts made in connec 0 d sum-
d isti llyanabove relative growth analyses were treate stabs ICa 1 aunts

. h thor' ertebra cmarized in Table II. A companson of t e au or s v scots-
with those of Leim (1924) for 99 Atlantic alewives taken frarn en the
man Bay, Nova Scotia, is included. The mean difference be::,s and
Lake Ontario alewives and both Atlantic samples (the au
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jrn's) was statistically Significant. The means of the two Atlantic
pIes were within the standards accepted for random variation.

The Atlantic sample had a larger number of vertebrae than the Lake
tario sample and this agrees with comparisons of other meristic

made by Pritchard (1929). Pritchard did meristic counts on ten
irnens from the Port Credit area and ten from Halifax Harbour,

ova Scotia. He found that the Atlantic specimens had more scales,
akers, scutes and fin rays than specimens from the Port Credit

MORTALITIES

Mortalities of the freshwater alewife are common and occur at
. erent times of the year and in various situations. Records of

rtalities extend as far back as 1890 (Smith, 1892). These records,
lth few exceptions (Miller, 1930), are not accompanied by data re-
ding the circumstances of the mortalities or possible cause of death.

nual mortality

In Lake Ontario the most spectacular of the mortalities among
alewives is the "annual mortality," so called because of its almost

ar recurrence. The extent of these mortalities is indicated by an
. ate made July 3 and 4,1928, of a little over a quarter of a million

dead alewives on the beaches between Kew Beach, Toronto, and one
mile east of Dalhousie Beach, a distance of approximately fifty miles
(Miller, 1930),

The annual mortality usually occurs some time during the months of
M.ay,June, and the first half of July. The pattern of mortality begins
lVith small incidences of death (about one thousand fish), These are
followed by larger mortalities which reach their maximum in late
June or early July. This pattern remains constant although the period
of mortality may shift from year to year within the months of April
~o~gh August (see Rathbun, 1895). Miller (1930) recorded the be-rnmg of epidemic conditions in 1928 as June 13 in Toronto Bay and
.:::e ~ in the Bay of Quinte area. The termination of the annual
0( ~lity of 1928 was about July 12. During 1950, the first incidence
and e annual mortality in the Bay of Quinte area was noted on May 26

the last between July 7 and 12. During 1951, the first mortality
N;ed .May 17 and the l.ast on May 22 in. the Port Credit area.

1930 sa?sfactory explanation of the mortahty has been given. Miller
'tit ) ~nvestigated the annual mortality of 1928 and concluded that

er mfections nor parasites were the cause of death. The following
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observations and data obtained in the present study suggest th
mortality is related to the alewife's inability to adjust to abrupt ch~ the
of temperature. nges

Bay of Quinte region (1950). On May 26 many dead alewives wer
observed on the south shore of Point Pleasant along the stret h e
shoreline indicated as the mortality region in figure 12. This mo~ uof
was considered an incident of the annual mortality because of the ~ty
of its occurrence, the large number of fish involved (about 1,500fi h
within a mile and three-quarters of shoreline), and the lack of appar S. ent
cause. Forty-one dead alewives were counted along 20 yards of beach
at 9:30 A.M. By 1:00 P.M. the number of dead alewives had doubled in
some places and in the vicinity indicated by a cross on figure 12, had
formed a windrow about 50 yards long.

About 1:30 P.M. observations were begun upon a large school of
alewives (at least 500 fish) which frequented the above vicinity. The
school had three other species in association with it: perch, Perea
flavescens; another species which might have been the lake emerald
shiner, Notropis atherinoides; and a third believed to be the spottail
shiner, N. hudsonius. These species were not affected by the mortality.
The perch were preying upon the dying alewives. The movement of the
school was languid and wandering. Two of the alewives had growths of
Saprolegnia on them. All sizes (about 80 mm. to 145 mm. s.tandard
length) of alewives in the school were affected by the_mortality. The
stricken members of the school exhibited the following symptoms
from beginning to the end ef their death struggle: . .

1. Swimming quickly along the bottom often on their SIdes.
2. Increase in the rate of swimming.
3. Loss of balance accompanied by sudden darts of speed..
4. Approaching the surface, swimming in a corkscrew fashie:;:'
5. Attempts to reach the bottom and even to burrow benea

stones
6. Swimming in circles at the surface.
7. Fluttering at the surface just before death. h hieh

This description is similar to that given by Miller (1930) for fis :re of
died during the annual mortality of 1928. The surface te~pera very

. h .., f . t X the WInd wasthe water was 19.5°C m t e vicinity 0 POlD , osition
slight, and the water calm. The school frequented theoab~ve7~00P.~·

until 4:30 P.M. The surface temperature had risen to 21 C Y t~ deter-
A survey was carried out May 27, 10:30 A.M. to 3:55 p.M., d'ent of

mine limits of the mortality along the shoreline. The grt 15 were
temperature shown in figure 12, was found; the higher va u:ed by

, . f ality s deterrmessentially correlated with the areas 0 mort 1 a
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ach counts. The mortality was greatest at the readings of 19°C and
e second consecutive reading of 18.5°C. Observation in the water

\fas hindered by a cloudy sky and waters roughened by a southwest
~d and .thus it was difficult to observe any dying fish. Two hours of
seining w:th a fifteen-foot common sense minnow seine produced only
livejuvenile ~ewiv~s. The scarcity of alewives in the area is probably
related to their avoidance of rough water. Many of the dead alewives
along the beach were fresh and a few were floating in from a short
distance offshore, but no evidence of a recurrence of the mortality of
May26 was found. The mortality had probably begun the morning of
May26 and ended no later than noon of May 27.

The subseque~t breakdown of the gradient was shown by three
temperatures which were taken within the vicinity of the mortality
area on May 28 and were as follows: 11°C at the position marked by a
crossin figure 12, 14°C at the position registering 19°C, May 27, and
15°Cat the other end of the gradient observed the previous day. The
wind was south and of sufficient strength to form white-caps upon the
waves.

PRINCE EDWARD BAY

MILES

F'lGUl\E 12 -p f th '.Ortality . ~rt 0 e Bay of Qumte regIOn showing the location of a
...., of alewives on May 26 and 27, 1950, and its association with a
•.~rature gradient.

(
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The potentialities for the formation of the temperature gradi
observed May 27 lie in the existence of shallow gravel bars and ent

f . 1 &andyshoal areas off the south shore 0 POlDtPeasant. One of the shall
. . 1 d S f OWestbars is indicated on figure 12 as a stipp e area. ur ace water gent!

driven by a wind (south or southeast) apparently moved across u!e
bar where warming of the water by the sun took place. This bar Wasless than 6 feet below the surface 50 yards from shore. The solar rad'
tion necessary for providing the heat needed to warm the surf:~
water was present during the days concerned (see figure 13). The
temperature along the Adolphus Reach shoreline where such condi-
tions are not present was 15.7°C on May 27 as opposed to the high
temperatures found on the south shore where the bars are present.

Another mortality occurred in the Bay of Quinte region at a strip of
beach bordering both Lake Ontario and Spencer (East) Lake in Prince
Edward County. The incident took place on the Lake Ontario side
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apparently resulted in the death of all the alewives in the area.
e mortality was reported to have occurred some time between
y 1 and 12 of 1950. On July 12 the entire beach was covered by
d young and adult alewives. No alewives were captured by seining
the mortality area and their noisy performances accompanying
ing and spawning at night had ceased.

No water temperatures were available during this incident, but
radiation shows a pattern similar to that at the time of the

'dent at Point Pleasant (see figure 14).
port Credit area (1951). Further mortalities indicating a correlation
death with temperature gradients were observed in the Port Credit
a in May 1951. A temperature gradient was found in the surface
ter extending along 2,000 feet of the Credit River mouth and the
e shore (see figure 15). The first mortality occurred on May 17 when

e surface temperature gradient extended from 9°C at the lake shore
19.5°Cwithin the river mouth. The high surface temperature of the

'ver mouth was preceded by four days of increased solar radiation.
e mortality subsided by May 18 when only one fish was observed
be in difficulty. Dying fish were observed again on May 22 when

e surface water temperature of the river mouth, after three days of
creased solar radiation, rose to 19.8°C. In both instances of mortality,
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fish were observed dying only near or within the river
higher temperatures existed. mouth where

St. Lawrence River area. Commercial bait fishermen h dr
operators, and sport fishermen reported that no mortali1ie/of 0 lsta~on
occur in the hydro station and mill raceways of the Catar a e~ves
Gananoque Rivers which are tributaries of the St. Lawr aqUJ.and
"annual mortalities" were reported to occur in the St. LawreenceiuBut
and Kingston Harbour into which the above rivers enter res;~e ti ver
The annual mortality begins in late June and extends into Julycinv~.
~. s

A survey of the St. Lawrence River area, May 31 through June 1 f
1951, did not reveal any incidences of mortality. The raceways we~e

lC. Water Temperature
o Mean Air Temperature
• B.T.U·/Sq. Fl.
'" Mortal it)' at Given W ate r

Temperatura
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Temperature Gradient
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lents with of mortalityFIGURE 15.- The association of temperature gradients Wl occurrences
of alewives observed at Port Credit in 1951.

River andcrowded with alewives in contrast to the St. Lawrence di g to
Kingston Harbour where no alewives were observed. Accor bIDthe

. d . mbers Ycommercial fishermen, the latter are not occupie ill nu d near
alewives until late June. Temperatures taken in the raceways an
the river mouths were as follows:
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Air Surface Date

Cataraqui raceway 2I.0°C. I9.2°C. May 31
Kingston Harbour 16.5°C. May 31
Gananoque raceway 24. 5°C. 20.5°C. June I
Gananoque Municipal Dock I5.0°C. June I

Temperatures recorded for the raceways were about the same
magnitude as those associated with incidences of the annual mortality
described above (see pages 23 and 26). That no alewives died at these
bigh temperatures can be explained, for the alewife is able to withstand
temperatures of this magnitude indefinitely under certain conditions.
These conditions will be discussed below (see page 37).

Previous records. The most complete census of the annual mortality
of the Lake Ontario alewife was taken by Miller (1930) in 1928. The
results he obtained are plotted in figure 16. Mean air and surface water
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FIGUlU: 16.- The annual mortality of 1928 and its association with the air and
surface water temperature. Data from Miller (1930) .

temperatures were taken in and around Toronto Harbour during the
annual mortality. The incidences of mortality noted are those in which
3() Or more alewives were reported to be dying. An area extending
rOughlyfrom Toronto Harbour to Port Dalhousie was investigated.
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LETHAL TEMPERATURE EXPERIMENTs

Since the field observations suggested that temperature
factor responsible for the annual mortality of alewives in Lake ~~~ ~e
tests were performed in the laboratory to find their lethal r ano,
temperature. ("Lethal temperature" is used here to mean tha:ge of
perature at which 50 per cent of the population dies on con~em-
exposure.) The results of these experiments are presented in figur u~d
and 18.Adult alewives acclimated to lOoC approach their upper l:~hai
temperature just above 20°C.

Acclimation of adults to 15°C resulted in an expected increas t
almost 23°C. The line obtained for adult alewives acclimated to ~o~

shows a further increase in thermal resistance. The upper lethal tem-
perature for 20° acclimation could not be estimated exactly but is
approximately 23°C.

Young-of-the-year alewives, acclimated to 5°C, approached their
upper lethal temperature at slightly less than 15°C (see figure 18).
Only 60 per cent total mortality was reached at the lethal temperature
of 15°C. Acclimation to 9°C resulted in a considerable increase in
thermal resistance and the upper lethal temperature. Exposure to 23°C
resulted in only 60 per cent total mortality, suggesting that the upper
lethal temperature was only slightly less than 23°C.

DISCUSSION

Growth
The growth of both freshwater and Atlantic alewives is very rapid

during the summer subsequent to hatching (see figure 4). Young of
the year in Lake Ontario show a slightly faster rate of growth than
those from Fletcher Creek in Nova Scotia. This is probably associat~d
with the higher mean summer temperatures found in the Lake OntanO

region.
Following their initial migration, freshwater alewives encoun~er

an environment not greatly unlike that which they have left, w~l~
Atlantic alewives are confronted with salt water, an enviroment whic
is considerably different. Both the freshwater and Atlantic alewi~es
show a decrease in growth rate following the onset of sexual maturl~'
but the freshwater in contrast to the saltwater environment hastens t .e

. he coincid d . wth rate ISonset of sexual matunty and t e comer ent ecrease in gro
more pronounced (see figure 3). h of

The tendency of the onset of sexual maturity to inhibit the gro~ by
fish is well known (see Hubbs, 1926) and has been demonstrate ed
Svardson (1943), who found that a retardation of growth occurr
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when young guppies, Lebistes reticulatus, were fed oesteron and
testosteron. Thus, the larger size attained by the Atlantic alewife in
comparison to the freshwater alewife is chiefly related to the fact that
the former experiences approximately one more year of uninhibited
growth.
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FIGURE 17.-Lethal temperature relations of adult alewives.
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FIGURE 18.-Lethal temperature relations of under-yearling alewives.
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Hoar (1952) has suggested that the slow rate of growth of the fr
water alewife is related to the functioning of the thyroid, He exarn:h-
and compared the thyroids of mature Atlantic alewives from K ed
becasis Estuary, New Brunswick, and mature freshwater alee~e-
from Lake Ontario. The thyroids of the Atlantic fish showed "a~s
state of activity which is apparently normal for sexually matu . d
teleosts. . . ." Those of the freshwater alewives, in contrast w nng, ere ex-
hausted. Hoar suggested that this exhaustion might be related t
insufficiency of hormone for both growth and osmotic regula~ an
Since the onset of maturity is not necessarily dependent on gro~
itself, but on those factors which also influence growth (Svardson
1943), excessive activity of the thyroid gland might also hasten sexuai
maturity. Thus, the relatively slow growth of the freshwater alewife
might reflect the stress of its freshwater environment.

Form
Variation within Lake Ontario. Variation of the relative growth of

the alewife within Lake Ontario is inSignificant in mature fish and
presumably also in immature fish. Only three characters showed differ-
ences between samples taken from various parts of the lake (see Bgure
5). Two of these, caudal peduncle length and snout length, showed
possible differences between intercepts of the relative growth lines
with the ordinate.

Differences between intercepts represent the general type of racial
variation within species encountered previously (Martin, 1949;
Svardson, 1950; Hart, 1952). Martin's (1949) explanation for this type
of racial variation in relative growth is that the relative growth of the
body parts of fish is characterized by a series of growth stanzas, each
with a different growth partition constant, and that in different popu-
lations the sizes attained by the individuals differed at the point of
inflection where they changed from one stanza to the next. Two stages
in development where such inflections commonly occur are the time of
ossification and the time of sexual maturity. The relative growth pattern
of the Bay of Quinte material displays inflections that coincide with the
first ontogenetic event and in some cases with the second. . d

The inflections found in the Bay of Quinte material are summan~
in Table III. The body lengths at the point of the flrst inflection for e
characters given are grouped about a mean of 30.6 mm. and hav? ~
spread of 26 mm. to 35 mm. Body length at the second inflection vaned
from 60 mm. to 115 mm. The inflections at 60 mm., 68 rnrn-. an
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TABLE III

SUMMARYOF INFLECTIONSFOUNDIN THE BAY OF QUINTE RELATIVE
GROWTHSERIES

Slope before Length at Slope after Length at Slope after

Character inflection inflection inflection inflection inflection

Head depth 1.58 32mm. 1.06

Orbital length 1.56 32 0.98 115 mm. 0.82

Predorsal length 0.40 26 1.02

Body depth 1.72 30 1.17 107 0.96

C. P. length 1.58 35 1.08

Anal base 1.71 27 0.98

Pectoral length 2.05 30 1.28 81 0.99

Pelvic length 1.87 34 0.95

Caudal length
1.32 60 1.02

Dorsal length
1.22 68 0.85

81 mm, are probably not associated with the onset of sexual maturity
since this event generally occurs at a standard length. slightly abo.ve
100 mm. It is interesting to note, however, that body SIzeat the pomt
of inflection is greater for body measurements than for fin measure-
ments.

The third character which showed a difference between samples
taken in Lake Ontario was orbital length. Here, there ~pparently w~s
a difference in growth partition constants rather than mt~rcepts ', ~s
would suggest that Martin's (1949) explanation of racial varIati~n
within species might not be applicable in the case of the Lake Ontano
alewife. However, the data presented here are insufficient to f?rm.a
definite conclusion, and further Martin found a similar exception m
the behaviour of eye diameter in his malnutrition experiments.

Cornparison of Ontario and Atlantic alewives
The comparison between the Bay of Quinte and Atlantic samples

given in Bgures 6 to 11 and summarized. in Table IV shows that the
relative growth of the Atlantic sample diilers from that of. the fresh-
water sample largely through differences in slope of the relative growth
lines. The slopes were significantly different at the. 5 ~er cent .level or
better in eight of thirteen characters compared. A SlgmBcantdifference
in slope implies a significant difference in intercepts. Intercepts, there-
fore, were not tested where slopes were different. In thr~e of the fi:e
cases, where the slope did not differ signiBcantly, the Intercept did

t
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TABLE IV

COMPARISON OF THE GROWTH PARTITION CONSTANTS (k) DURING THE M
GROWTH STANZA IN LAKE ONTARIO AND ATLANTIC ALEWIVES AI~

(Where the slopes are significantly different the intercepts are not compa d. re .
XX-Slg. at 1 per cent level, x-sig. at 5 per cent level) .

-=Region Stat. sig. of diff.
Character -Ontario Atlantic Slope Intercept-Head length 1.03 0.93 xx

Head depth 1.06 1.02 0 0Orbital length 0.98 0.84 x
Snout length 1.02 0.96 0 xx
Predorsal length 1.02 0.99 x
Body depth 1.17 1.30 xx
C.P. length 1.08 0.98 x
Anal base 0.98 1.03 x
Dorsal base 1.03 1.01 0 xx
Pectoral length 1.28 1.12 0 xx
Pelvic length 0.95 1.00 0 0
Caudal length 1.32 1.17 x
Dorsal length 1.22 1.11 x

differ, showing the customary type of racial variation referred to on
page 30.

Perhaps the preponderance of differences in the values of k between
salt- and freshwater samples indicates that as the alewife grows older
the freshwater environment may become more and more unsuitable
for it, progressively eliminating more and more individuals which
represent a certain part of the range of morphometric variation. If such
selection were occurring, it would be expected that the variability
within the population with respect to any character influenced by such
selection would become less with increasing size. Although there are
apparently few series of data extensive enough to afford a reliable
statistical test, the variance about a relative growth plot is considered
to remain constant. Martin's (1949) best documented example is from
his investigation of a hatchery stock of brook trout, Salvelinus fontin-
aliso In these he observed that differences in the relative size of the
body parts found in the original sorting of the lots were maintained
to the same relative degree throughout subsequent growth.

To determine the degree of variability in body parts in the Lake
Ontario alewife throughout life, the dispersion of the head length was
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. d at three size ranges in the Lake Ontario sample.' One
determUle imens were measured over each of the size ranges
hundre~9;:: 59.3-71.5 mm., and 120.0-130.0 rnm. T~e ranges (two
37.rr:

3
d devi~tions) for the head lengths of each size group ;er~

stan ar d d th lotted in figure 19 at the mean standard leng 0calculate an en p
each respective size group.
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. 1 ti t the cnrerence m s
Ontario alewife and Its re a on th Lake Ontario and the Atlantic alewife.
relation to body length between e

. ., f th head length as displayed in figure
The data on the vana~~lty ~ th e 1 ti e growth line for the Atlantic

19 together with the pOSItIOn°th efirhea .~ shorter heads are removed
1 if tr gl suggest that e s WI 1 li ta ewes on y . faster than the general morta ity ra. e.

from the population at a rate d ti in variability in the upper size
Selection is suggested by the re u~ 0:11 gth for the Atlantic alewives
range while the slope of the m~~n't e~ va:~ation but converges with the
essentially parallels the upper irru 0

lower limit. h diff ences in slope found between
It seems probable that the ot er er b lained in a similar

the freshwater and Atlantic samples can e exp
. d f B of Quinte samples. However,

lMost of the specimens were obtarne rom ay re also used in the smallest
some from the Port Credit a~d.Frenc~~n h~a!o%:~d:~e any error into the degree
and medium size ranges. ThIS ISnot th g . s from these areas and the Bay
of variance since it has been shown at speclIDen
of Quinte are homogeneous for this character.

30
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fashion since there are correlations between head length d
bo~y pa~t measurements. These correlations are presented ina;ab~~er
which gives the calculated values for their coefficients of . V,
Th f 11' th regressIon
h ed~ ov;:g r~od was ~sed to.obtain these.fi~es and values. Th .

ea eng s 0 e ten specimens ill each loganthmic group of th B e
of Quinte sample (see page 3), were rated from small to large. ~h:~
the smallest head lengths in each group were summed and the next
smallest and so on. Subsequently, the other measurements to b
related were arranged in the same order as their respective eh~~~
lengths and summed. The figures and values obtained and p. b ' resented
ill Ta Ie V, represent only those segments of the relative growth lines

TABLE V
SLOPE OF REGRESSION LINE OF BODY MEASUREMENTS ON HEAD LENGTH

(b: values of the slope of the regression line of various body measurements on head
length. These ?haracters are those which showed significant differences in slope
between the manne and fresh :water samples. A t value of 2.31 or greater is significant

at the 5 per cent level)

Character b

Orbital length 0.291 1.31
Predorsal length 0.293 3.46
Body depth 0.399 2.75c.r, length 0.395 2.03
Anal base 0.241 1.59
Caudal length 0.358 2.58
Dorsal length 0.554 3.81

of the characters which were compared statistically. Four of the seven
characters show Significantregressions by the method used.

Differences in proportional parts. Pritchard (1929) described differ-
ences in the morphometry of the freshwater and Atlantic adult alewives
expressed as differences in body proportions. He measured ten speci-
mens of 130 mm. to 176 mm. standard length from the Port Credit area
and ten Atlantic specimens from Halifax Harbour, 239 mm. to 279 mm.
in length. He characterized the Atlantic specimens as having longer
fins,much shorter heads, and smaller eyes. He also presented his original
data, together with the means of measurements taken. These means
are plotted in ,figure 6 and figures 8 to 11. The data of Pritchard and
that of the author show a close agreement in the case of head length,
body length, pectoral length, and pelvic length. Differences in regard
to other characters appear to be related to differences of technique
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and to the small number of fish measured by Pritchard. The statement
by Pritchard that the Atlantic alewife has longer fins does not agree
with the findings of the author (see figures 10 and 11), but the data
are insufficient for accurate comparison.

Pritchard qualified his statement that the Atlantic alewives had much
shorter heads by suggesting that this difference, "... might be due
only to their larger size." Figure 6 shows that this qualification is
correct. If Pritchard's Atlantic specimens had been of the same body
size as his freshwater specimens, the difference between their head
length would have been much less. If he had measure~ fish at abo~t
75 mm. standard length, the differences would not exist, Below this
length, the situation would be reversed and the freshwater alewives
would have the shorter heads. .

Differences in vertebral counts. The size effect sh~wn above ill the
case of head length is also evident when correlations of vertebral
counts are made with other characters. It is a general rule that a po~u-
lation of fish which have fewer meristic parts than another population
of the same species, also have longer body parts, su~h as heads, eyes,
and fins. However, this correlation does not necessarily ~old throu~h-
out the entire life span of the fish. When a comparis~n I~ ma~e WI~

adult freshwater and Atlantic alewives such a correlation ISevident ill

the case of head length (figure 6), orbital length (figure 7), paire~ fi~s
(figure 10), and caudal length (figure 11). However, the correlation IS
clearly reversed for head length and orbital length when standard
lengths somewhat smaller than those of adult fish are consid~re~.

Since the establishment of meristic parts occurs early ill life, the
saltwater environment of the anadromous Atlantic alewife cannot be
regarded as responsible for the statistically significant differences noted
between the vertebral counts of the freshwater and Atlantic samples.
Such differences have long been known to be associated with tem-
perature gradients. Also, alteration of the developmental rat~ o.ffishes
has been shown to result in differences in the number of meristic parts
(see Martin, 1949, p. 5). Therefore, it is possible that the differences
in temperature between the two regions where ~evelopment of .the
samples took place (Lake Ontario and Nova Scotia) was responsible
for the difference in vertebral counts.

Mortalities
The alewife, during its winter occupation of deep w~ter, is exp~se?

to a constant low level of temperature (about 3° to 5 C). Thus I~ IS
acclimated to a low temperature when it reaches inshore waters dunng
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the . hsprmg s oreward migration Thi
carrying temperature (850C) . s was corroborated by the 1
f 11 . necessary to transport lewi Ow
u Y to the laboratory in the ea 1 a eWlVesSUcce. h h r y summer The '. ss-

ms ore s oal waters brings the alewife into sp~g mvasion of
peratures approach 200C for' . a regIOn where te
spring invasion the alewife somvartiml.ouspenods of time. During thi~-

h th e es enters temp t s
sue as ose shown in figures 12 and 15 E tr era ure gradients
the gradients is probably related to the di . ti n an.ce of the fish into
Collins (1952) has shown that h ~ec ve ac~on of temperature
r~lated Atlantic species Porrwlobu:aee;;ival~ ~!~tiC ~ewif: and th~
tion upstream, were presented with a choi f g their sprmg migra_
temperatures, they showed a preference l~~rOthwatershaving different
occurred when the temperature dill e warmer water. This
tinuously exceeded 0.50C and t erence between the waters Con-
to 22.30C when the experi twa er temperatures varied from 11.1°C

The Lak O. imen s were performed.
" e ntano alewives die over a certain r

within the above gradients In the B f Q' ange of temperature
tended from a little less than 18506 ~ uinte region this range ex-
and in the Port Credit area from i70C tlrr~:g: 19°~ (see figure 12),
A comparison of these ran es with the g 19.6 C (see figure 15).
obtained for the alewife i~ th 1 b letha: temperature relationships

. . e a oratory IS shown' fi
companson mdicates an accord b tw in gure 20. Thise een data obtained in the field
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and in the laboratory. It shows that the range of temperature in the
temperature gradients within which the alewives died corresponds to
a respective range of thermal resistance extending from 45 minutes at
the highest point (19.6°C) to 430 minutes at the lowest (17°C). That
is, 50 per cent of the young of the year (and presumably juveniles and
adult alewives also), acclimated to 5°C, upon entering this range
of the temperature gradients (19.6°C tlrrough 17.0°C), would die
sometime within 45 to 430 minutes. Figure 20 shows that acclimation
to higher temperatures once inshore would preclude further death of
alewives in the temperature gradients since the upper lethal tempera-
tures of fish acclimated to 9°C and lOoC are above 19.6°C, the highest
temperature of the gradients.

The above explanation of the cause of the annual mortality is not
consistent with the later and more severe incidents which occur in
late June tlrrough mid-July. However, two things suggest that tem-
perature is the lethal factor in the later and more severe mortalities as
in the early incidences. There is a steady increase in the extent of
mortality which is coincident with an increase in temperature (see
figure 16). The mortality ceases shortly after the maximum surface
temperature is reached around mid-July. The mortalities occur during
periods of calm water and of bright sunshine (high temperature).
Miller (1930) states concerning the annual mortality of 1928,"... we
have noticed in many instances that a large mortality has followed
upon a day of complete calm and high temperature."

There are two apparent exceptions to the action of lethal tem-
perature as a causative agent in the annual mortality. Alewives died
in the offshore surface water of the lake as well as in the inshore shoal
water and no mortalities have been reported in the raceways of the
Cataraqui and Gananoque Rivers (see P: 26). In the offshore surface
water, death from lethal temperature probably results when the alewife
schools invade the uppermost level of the surface water during periods
of calm water and bright sunshine. It is suggested here that the lack of
mortalities in the raceways under temperature conditions which pro-
duced death elsewhere (see pp. 23 and 27), is possibly related to the
shallowness of the water tlrrough which these fish migrate and that
they are early arrivals in the area. Their migration route begins in the
lake proper and lies more along shoal water (Bay of Quinte and St.
Lawrence River) than that of the fish which migrate directly from the
depths of the lake proper towards its shore. The temperatures of
Kingston Harbour (16.5°C) and the St. Lawrence River (15°C) are
still relatively low when the alewives migrate to the raceways. Pre-
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sumably, there is sufficient time for them to gain additional h
tolerance so that the high temperatures (19.2°C and 20.50C) of ~t
raceways are no longer lethal. In contrast, the annual mortality be . e
about late June or early July in Kingston Harbour and the St. Lawr glIls

. . eneeRiver, presumably after their temperatures have increased. The ma'
portion of the alewives migrating shoreward enter the harbour ~o~
river at this time; simultaneously the raceways are deserted.

Other mortalities of alewives have been reported throughout th
year which are not associated with the annual mortality. Those Oce ~
ring ?uring the earl~ spring are probably related to the fragility of ;::
alewife when acclimated to low temperature. This fragility is
demonstrated by a susceptibility to loss of equilibrium and to attack by
Saprolegnia. Alewives were observed during May 1951 to surface and
thresh about in the wake of power boats. According to commercial
fishermen this action ceases during the summer, and dynamite caps
exploded in the midst of alewife schools had little effect during late
July 1950. However, Miller (1930) reported that commercial fishermen
caused alewives to perform circus movements and to die in early July
by pounding two rocks together under water in the vicinity of the fish.
Saprolegnia had often been reported on dead and dying alewives
(Miller, 1930; Rathbun, 1895). It was prevalent during the spring of
1950 but was not noticed during the subsequent summer. Its presence
in the laboratory coincided with low acclimation temperatures (50e
and lOOC).

No explanation can be suggested for the mortalities of young-of-the-
year alewives during the fall and winter months in Lake Ontario.
Breder and Negrelli (1936) reported a mortality of alewives in Kensico
Reservoir during the late fall and winter of 1935. The authors sug-
gested that the mortality was associated "... with that great group of
periodical fluctuations of animal populations. . . ."

Briefly, the annual mortality of the alewife appears due to the
alewife's inability to acclimate rapidly to rising or fluctuating tempera-
tures. Early incidences of the mortality follow when the alewife invades
the warm spring shoal waters while acclimated to the cold tempera-
tures of the lake bottom. Later and more extensive incidences, although
not fully explained here, are also probably associated with lethal tem-
peratures. . d

Mortalities other than the annual mortality have not been explame .
Those occurring during the winter and early spring presumably are
associated with the fragility of the alewife when acclimated to low
temperatures.
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Differential mortality . seems to be brought about by physical
Since the a~nual m~~~lty that fish of certain bodily form may be

events there IS a poss ty ti f the lethal factor. It appears
. II killed by the opera on a th t

prefere~tia y. ali is a feature of the landlocked group, a
likely, smce thi~ mort (actin as an accessory factor to lethal tern-
a loss of osmotic contra gofthe freshwater alewife.
perature brings about.the death e of the alewife with the external en-

The sites of osmotic exc?ang d 1 mbranes and these sites are
hi fl its gills an ora me d killifi hvironme~t are c ie y 1 s 1931) found that larger-heade s ,

located m the head. Key ( bility to withstand adverse con-.' . had a greater aId
Fundulus parmpmms, f linity and asphyxiation. He suggeste
ditions, that is, decrease 0 ~a Iml ti ely greater area of gill surface
this ability was related to t e re -hes d d fish have an advantage in
of the larger-headed fish. If large- ea. e 1 of the smaller-headed

. th the progreSSIve oss h d dosmotic regulation, en . Th ter ability of larger- ea e
representatives is easily e~pla~ne~'SSib~g::l:ted to "chloride secreting"
fish to survive the mortality ISp Yd Will er (1932) found large
cells found in the gills o~sh"lf?~:~ of sev:al fishes and suggested
ovoid cells at the base of e ~\ f enction of chloride secretion (inward
that they performed the specla . ub 1 Krogh (1939) has also sug-

d) intain osmotic a ance. Th
or outwar to ma . ithilium might be secretory. us,
gested that the entire respITat~( ~l a greater number of chloride
6sh with larger heads proba y ave . tory secretory surface with
secreting cells and perhaps a lar

b
glerrespITfatheir bodies. These larger-

1 th osmotic a ance a 1 tiwhich to contro e f the Lake Ontario alewife popu a on
headed fish are not selected out 0

as is shown in figure 18.
SUMMARy

alewives from the Bay of Quinte
1. The ages of 168 freshwate~ ti lewives from Nova Scotia and

region of Lake Ontario and 14~Ad~n ~h: scale method. A comparison
New Brunswick were determme y lewif and for the Atlantic

, d f the freshwater a ewi e hof the author s ata or id rate of growth, as as
th 1 tt had a more rapl .

alewife showed that e a er th B th the freshwater and Atlantic
also been suggested by other a~ or:~ot rowth followed by a decrease
alewives displaye~ a~ early r~t11~; onser of sexual maturity. It is sug-
in growth rate comcldent WI . onment the freshwaterth saltwater enVIT ,gested that, in contrast to e f I maturity with its growth

h t the onset a sexuaenvironment as ens . 1 ife matures about one. Th L ke Ontario a ew
inhibiting tendenCIeS. e a d III ~ ) than the Atlantic alewife (age
year earlier (age groups II ~ an
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groups III e and IV ~) Th "
tained b th .' us, It IS concluded that the 1

. Y e AtlantIc alewife is related to the fa t th .arger siZe at
:;:~~~~~:~ one more year of uninhibited grocwtha~~n e?herience;

. e fresh
Hoar (1952) has proposed that the slo -

a~~e is related to excessive stimulati: ~~~~ ~ the.dLake Ontario
w c causes an insufBcienc of h yroi mechani
regulation Thi . th h Y ormone for both growth and SIn
. . s IS oug t to be in agremen.th osmotic

smce excessive stimulation of the th 'd t lWId th.e above findings
sexual maturity and thus retard ro~rOI g an mIght also hasten

2. Comparison of s 1 f g .
of Lake Ontario sho~:r :a~ :!~;~ale~ves taken from various areas
alewife within Lake Onta . on ill the relative growth of th

no was essenti 11 11 emeasurements made onl th hay sma . Of the thirteen
samples. In two, the 'slop?s of ~: :el~~~~ Sl!ght d!fferences between
were parallel, but possibly with dill gr ~ lines of the samples
general type of racial variation enco erent mtercepts which is the
Svardson, 1950; and Hart, 1952) T~;tered previ~u~ly (Martin, 1949;
by Martin, who showed that' dill type of v~nation was explained
by indiViduals dillered at th ill . terefntpopulations the sizes attained
f e porn 0 inR ti h
rom one relative growth stanza to the nextec on were they changed

In the case of the Bay of Q . t .um e sa . .
OCCurat a mean standard len th of Smple mRections were found to
60 mm. to 115 mm. The earl.g . 0.6 mm, and over a range of
cation while two later inRe J mRec1~onmay be coincident with ossi6-
related to the onset of se~ ~ns a~ . 7 mm. and 115 mm. probably are
those later inRections occur ~ ma ~Ity. No explanation is offered for
are all below the standard ~~ ~ ( ~m., 68 mm., and 81 mm., which
maturity OCcurs.Only the later ginR a. out 100 mm.) at which sexual
alewife sample. These par 11 1 d ;:ctions were found in the Atlantic
but occurred at a larger b ade ~ ose of the Bay of Quinte sample,o y SIze.

The other measurement sho . .
taken from Lake Ontar' wmg a difference between samples
followed the pattern ~osu~g~sted a possible difference in slope. This
and Atlantic samples 0h va~tion shown between the Bay of Quinte
In eight of the thi t ,w here ere were also dillere~ces between slopes.

r een c aracters COm d dillstatistically signi6cant b tw pare, erences of slopes were
he een samples Thre f th .. I!C aracters showed d'ff b . e 0 e remammg nveI erences etwee . t .
The variability of h d 1 h n m ercepts as described above.

ea engt of the Lak O' .measured at three iti I e ntano alewife wasPOSI ons a ong the 1 ti dlength. The standard deviation re a ve growth line for ~ea
of head length decreased progressively
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from small to. large ~tandard lengths while the slope of head length
for the Atlantic alewife roughly paralleled a line two standard devia-
tions above the mean but converged with the corresponding limit
drawn below the mean. Regression values between head length and
the other seven characters showing differences between slope were
calculated. Values were obtained ranging from 0.29 through 0.55 for
coefficients of regression.

It is concluded that the differences in body form between the fresh-
water alewife and the Atlantic alewife are chiefly the result of differen-
tial selection of the freshwater alewife by its environment.

The mean difference betwen the number of vertebrae of the Lake
Ontario and Atlantic sample from Nova Scotia was found to be statistic-
ally significant. The lesser number of vertebrae of the Lake Ontario
alewife is attributed by the author to the higher developmental tem-
peratures of the Lake Ontario region.

The general rule, that a population of fish which have fewer meristic
parts than another population of the same species also have longer
body parts, does not necessarily hold throughout the entire life span of
the alewife.

S. During the alewife's spring invasion of shoal water in Lake
Ontario it sometimes enters temperature gradients that have maximum
surface temperatures approaching 20°C. Alewives were observed to
die principally within the upper ranges of temperature of these
gradients. A correlation between the gradual increase in surface tem-
perature from spring to summer with a parallel increase in the in-
cidences of the mortality was also shown.

Adult alewives acclimated to lOoC, 15°C, and 20°C approached
their upper lethal temperatures (that temperature at which only 50 per
cent of the sample dies on continued exposure) at just above 20°C,
just below 23°C, and about 2S0C respectively. Young-of-the-year ale-
wives acclimated to 5°C and goC had upper lethal temperatures
slightly below 15°C and 23°C.

Comparison of the range of lethal temperature obtained in the lab-
oratory with the lethal ranges of the temperature gradients observed
in the field showed that the early incidences of the mortality are re-
lated to the entrance of alewives into warm shoal waters during the
spring while acclimated to the low temperatures of the lake's depths.
Later and more severe incidences are believed also to be related to
lethal temperature although no support for observations made in the
field was found in the laboratory experiments.

Inadequacy of osmotic regulation by the Lake Ontario alewife is
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thought to be acting as an accessory factor to a lethal factor, probabl
temperature, in the selection of small-headed fish out of the LakY
Ontario alewife population. It is suggested that fish with relativele
large heads have a greater number of chloride secreting cells Wi~
their gills with which to maintain the osmotic balance of their bOdie

s.
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